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1ST
FICTION

The Deesel Smell Expeerment
Sarah K Davis

From a distance in the
early morning haze Agnes
and her two friends looked
like great buzzards
hunched over a rotting
feast. Agnes sat on the end
of the curb wearing a dark
brown shirt with a
dancing Brownie scout
over her heart. On her
bony knees rested thin
white arms which.jutting
out at right angles, gave
the effect of unfeathered
wings, decidedly
unsuitable for flight. The
two other children
appeared headless as they
rocked back and forth
from one rounded haunch
to the other. Occasionally,
a gargling could be heard,
followed by a wet splat on
the asphalt street below
them.
The spit bambardment
continued uninterruped by
barking dogs, accelerating
automobiles, or faint rings
from telephones within the
row of duplexes along
Willow Street. The
peacefulness was a facade.
All was chaos to the large
reddish-brown ant that
darted back and forth
trying to escape his
unseen tormentors. When

at last the ant found a
path clear of the bubbly
slaver, a buzzard-like child
raised the toe of her brown
and white oxford and
methodically mashed the
frantic creature.
"Hey, what did you do
that for," said Mary Grace,
as she slurped a string of
spit back inside her
mouth.
'Tm tired of that stupid
game," the executioner
said.
Just then a slight sneeze
captured the girls'
attention. The sound was
part of what had brought
them out of their yards to
wait at the curb this
morning. They
straightened their backs
and leaned forward
straining their eyes and
ears down Willow Street in
the direction of the sound.
The approaching bus was
a part of the "Deesel Smell
Expeerment," words Agnes
had carefully recorded on
the first page of the small
black leather date book
she had retrieved from the
wastebasket at her father's
office. Beneath those
words was the date: June
9, 1953. She remembered

her purpose and slipped
her hand into her shorts
pocket. She rubbed its
worn cover. It was a matter
of indifference whether she
summoned courage or a
genie-the test was
beginning.
"Get ready. Blow out all
your breath just as it gets
to us," ordered Agnes. She
was commander for the
trio.
"OK," the other two said
excitedly and they began to
practice huffing air from
their lungs. Mary Grace
and Susan had sworn on
Agnes' rabbit's foot to help
her disprove her mother's
claims that the fumes from
the city's new busses
caused brain damage. They
weren't sure what it
meant to be brain
damaged, but if Agnes'
mother had her way, the
whole family would move
to Garden Park, and then
Susan and Mary Grace
would never get to play
with Agnes. Still, Susan
reminded Mary Grace
about F1oyd Palmer, the
janitor's son, who sat on
the curb across from their
school, licking pennies and
sticking them to his
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forehead. Maybe he was
brain damaged and they'd
be sitting there beside him
doing the same thing
when school opened next
fall. It was too late to back
out now.
Slowly the bus appeared
at the crest of the hill. It
gathered speed as it
reached the flat part of
Willow Street just in front
of the three children.
Number seven sneezed
again and billowed grey
smoke as it continued its
climb towards Mullins
College, a private junior
college for girls. At the iron
gated entrance the bus
stopped to load an
impatient crowd of young
co-eds.
A half a block behind the
collegians Mary Grace,
Susan, and Agnes crawled
on all fours in the gutter,
sniffing the leftover diesel
fumes. Agnes loved the
odor and knew the most
lingering smell hovered
between the curb and the
gutter. She pressed her
nose there and breathed
deeply. Susan and Mary
Grace held their noses
when they were sure Agnes
wouldn't look up. After all,
the "friend to all, friends to
the end" scout motto had
its limits.
The bus roared away
leaving brown dust, gum
wrappers, and gravel bits
to assault their faces. As
the effluvium of diesel
smoke became thinner,
Agnes scurried ahead to
catch a whiff of the most
recent cloud. Its smell was

being diffused by the
delicate sweetness of lilac.
Together the two smells
made her nauseated. She
reached inside her shorts
pocket. hunting for the
black notebook. Quickly
Agnes pulled the book out,
opened it. and pressed her
nose to the seam, sucking
the clean leather odor. Like
an oxygen mask, the book
served to rejuvenate her
senses.
Agnes peered over the
book, like a bandit waiting
to be shot. She spied
something like a wad of fur
lying near the curb. She
squinted her eyes in the
sun's rising glare and
walked slowly toward the
object. A few feet away she
discerned that the lifeless
form was that of a small,
black and white kitten.
Agnes wanted to run, but
her legs felt like they were
impounded in ice blocks.
Then she noticed that the
kitten's thin tail moved
ever so slightly up, and
then down.
"Maybe it's not dead,"
Agnes thought. She felt
kind of queasy, but her
curiosity overcame her
nausea. She circled and
squatted beside the
kitten's head, staring at
the small trickle of blood
that oozed from its gaping
mouth. The one eye visible
to Agnes' scrutiny was
open and still, like the
iced-over pond at
grandpa's farm. Agnes
wanted to feel it-the
kitten, dying, death. But
not knowing exactly how

to go about it, she
hesitated. Then she raised
one finger and rubbed the
top of the kitten's head.
The fur was just like it
looked: smooth and soft.
she felt its delicate ear,
almost transparent in the
sun's glow.
"Like velvet," she
thought.
Agnes closed her eyes,
not caring any more; her
mind felt airy like it was
floating up toward the lilac
bushes. There the leaves
were cool and thick. The
fragrance wrapped around
her body in layers of pink
ribbons. The kitten wore a
pink ribbon around his
neck and he was purring
at her as they flew through
the topmost branches, and
up towards the billowing
white clouds above the
street and the town.
Susan and Mary Grace
saw Agnes lying in the
gutter beside the cat and
ran to get Agnes' father.
They thought Agnes had
been hit by the bus, but
there wasn't a mark on her
anywhere. Then Mary
Grace saw the black book
and began to cry and
blubber about Agnes being
brain damaged after all.
Mr. Goodman didn't seem
angry. He scooped up
Agnes' limp body and
carried her home, where
Mrs. Goodman promptly
revived her by applying
cold, wet washcloths to her
forehead.
Before the fourth of July,
Agnes and her family
moved from their duplex
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on Willow Street to a three
bedroom ranch in Garden
Park. There was no
reminder of the diesel
experiment since there
was no bus service in this
affluent neighborhood.
Agnes spent her days
practicing on the trapeze
of her new swing set. She
hung by her heels easily,
but needed more practice

in order to hang by her
toes. When Mary Grace and
Susan came to play, the
three children became wild
horses, galloping beneath
pines and maples. Then
after her two friends went
home, Agnes rested in the
slick green shade of the
lilac hedge, feeling the cool
grass prickles on her bare
arms and legs.
She remembered the

diesel experiment and
wondered what her vision
meant. Was it a dream she
could evoke again? Or a
gift waiting to be
unwrapped? As a warm
breeze ruffled the leaves
above her, a kaleidoscope
of sun spots dotted her
face, feeling warm. This
was nice-just this
moment.
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POETRY

Two Songs to be Sung at Midnight
(Without Accompaniment)
Still Life With Waitress

Cross-eyed lowbeams on the pavement, pavement
Broken lines are flashing white, whiteDashing eyes of silver, eyes of red, red,
Stars that stream hypnotic through the night the night,
the night-out on highway ninety-five.
Martha minds the Do-nut Hut,
Tending coffee graveyard, twelve to eight:
I got kids, she tells them-I got kids.
She wears her dresses longer now.
But there's a paper crown upon her head
And she stares into the icy light
With her tragic princess eyes;
The price of dreams goes higher every day.
I got kids, ya know-I got kids.
Quarter a cup-that to go?
Lowbeams chasing on the pavement, pavement
Quick a flash of icy light, lightThere's a princess with a crown of paper, save herFrom the glassy casket in the night, the night,
the night-out on highway ninety-five.
FM

They only play the sad songs
on the late night radio,
When the cold is in your shoulders
and your kneesAnd you're clinging to the hollow sound
to drown the silent roar
Of the heavy empty darkness at your door.
They only play the lonely songs
on late night radio:
The old moon drains a tune
of blood and wine;
And from the black and bitter caves
beneath the waveless empty seas
Breathes the breath that mourns like death
on nigh ts like these.
Christine Russell
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F1CTIO

The Manatee
Christine Russell

and when she spoke her
Huff sat on the steps of
words were soft-edged with
his shack, gazing out over
sleep: "You want
the river. Slim tendrils of
morning mist threaded
breakfast?"
upward from the glassy
Huff spat, tobaccoless,
water; the stillness
from pure habit. He
breathed like a vast, hollow considered. "Naw," he said
finally, turning his head
conch. The opposite shore
was penciled in with a thin just slightly into the shack.
"Not hungry this mornin'."
and sandy line, beyond
which the cypress swamp
'Well, I'll git out now,
rose as a black, ragged
then." A moment later
silhouette festooned with
La.lie appeared, felt hat
Spanish moss.
crunched onto her head,
The old man looked up.
frayed wicker basket on
A black cross shot
her arm, pole in hand. Huff
nigh tward over the island,
offered his arm and she
uttering a single harsh cry, leaned heavily on him; the
an untranslatable word
wooden steps were not
that seemed to have
kind to her arthritis-bent
escaped from some brief
feet.
rent in a more tumultuous
Soon they were on the
universe than that which
river, the mist curling
cradled the placid river.
away from their slender
The heron swooped,
canoe. The island was
making a feint at the
small, defended by a broad
water, then soared to the
collar of water hyacinth, a
tip of a gaunt limbless
floating snare that
cypress. Its plumes, its
proprietors of motorboats
twice-curved neck and
loathed and cussed
deadly bill were painted
wholeheartedly. The canoe
like a heiroglyph against
nosed them aside easily.
the silver sky.
'Where to?" Huff asked.
La.lie awoke and sat up
He plied the paddle-dip,
in the rusty-springed bed.
pull, flip the blade-the
Huff heard her slow and
grey droplets tossed away,
painful steps creaking
each dip making a sound
about on the chill floor,
like the softest of kisses.

La.lie sat quiet while he
stroked ahead, her calm
brown eyes lifted upward
to the heron on the tree.
Then she turned away,
facing resolutely
upcurrent.
"Indian pit," she said.
"Good place?"
"Got me a feelin'."
Not far was a branch
where a smaller river,
clearer, wilder, springwater
cold, spliced onto the great
one. Huff wended without
a pause the mass of
hyacinths at the branch.
Indian pit was a mere mile
upstream. He began to
focus over the side, into
and through the cloud of
muck stirred up by the
confluence. Upriver it was
shallower; the water
cleared, and there, one
after the other, hulking
enormous on the dark
weedy bottom, were the
pale shapes of the
manatees.
Huff often thought about
them during his long days
of boatbuilding in the sun,
or when he paddled the
river in silence, or in the
late night, when the stars
were full and low and
sparked off the water. He
11 - -

liked their slow and simple weals. It was the
motorboats that did it,
ways. It seemed no
churning headlong
distance at all to the
through the channels with
bottom of the river; he
their propellers snarling.
seemed to feel the cold
One old much-scarred
current on his own skin,
female lagged behind the
and there was a taste in
herd, bumbling in the
his mouth of green and
current and nosing
succulent weeds. A gator,
through a nest of faded
now, was scaly and grim,
beer cans. A new wound
stuck together at
impossible angles as if God was sapping her life. As
were working with leftover
Huff and La.lie watched,
parts. And its eyes were
she looked upward, and
cold. Snakes were slow and then rose slowly with a
suspicious, or swift and
gentle motion of her broad
suspicious. Tough-shelled
tail. The canoe drifted with
turtles and armadillos
the river. The manatee
were equally stupid. But
broke the surface not far
the manatee-the warm,
away, the water gleaming
soft-bodied, sadfaced
on her round head and
manatee, however
dripping from her
grotesque and mild and
whiskers. Her eyes were
heedless, went right to a
small, colored the rich
man's heart.
brown of cypress water;
Huff turned the paddle
they were sad and calm,
flatside and steered the
but lighted with a
canoe in a slowing glide.
benevolent curiosity. With
La.lie too was watching the
Huff and La.lie, she was
group. The huge creatures, carried by the river.
At last the manatee
almost as long as the
closed her eyes; her tail
canoe, inched along on
swept down; she sank so
thick forelimbs, scooping
quietly that the water
hydrilla into their
closed over her bleeding
drooping lips. Now and
flank without a ripple. A
then one surfaced,
venturing trembling
pink stain unfurled in her
wake like a banner. Huff
nostrils into the upper air
looked reluctantly away
... there was the sound of
a furtive gasp ... then the
and up toward the distant
nostrils snapped shut, and trees, renewing his battle
the manatee sank back to
with the current.
its weedy business.
They reached Indian pit
Though the sun was still
just as the sun climbed
low, Huff could see that
high enough to drive its
scar upon scar slashed the rays downward through
hides of all but the Very
the lofty tangle of
young. Older wounds were
m uscadine and creepers.
white and shrunken,
Tiers of webs knit tree to
overlaid by fresh purple
tree over the narrowed
--12

channel; the dew made
them shimmer cloudily,
dark-starred with spiders.
There was a still and
secluded pocket of deep
water just up a small
branch where catfish
loitered on hot afternoons.
A short bushwhack into
the woods beyond was the
dark, round sinkhole called
Indian pit; God alone knew
how deep it was. Huff
beached the canoe and
settled La.lie on the bank
with her pole and basket,
then thrashed, snake-wary,
through the palmetto
scrub to the crumbling,
sandy pit. He laid flat on
his belly and looked in. The
water had risen some since
his last expedition, but it
was still far below reach,
almost below sight. He
tossed in a pine cone and
could just hear a faint
splash. Down there an
Indian had died.
Huff tried to calculate.
He recalled several
summers (one torrential),
and a winter of particularly
low water; it had been
some time, then, since all
the people came and the
divers had gone down to
fetch up the Indian's
bones. Huff had watched
as they brought up the
skull, all mottled with red
and brown lichen, and
filled inside with mineral
deposits that sparkled in
the sunlight. He idled
about, overhearing as a
man said
that the Indian had died in
a cave above water, but too
far down to struggle out. A

large turtle died too, killed
and eaten by the Indian,
having probably blundered
into the sinkhole from
some underground
channel to the river.
Beneath their feet all was
water, Huff heard the men
say; it didn't surprise him
much, but he saved it up
to think over. He came to
the conclusion that the
world must be like an egg
-round and fragile, and as
full with water as the egg
was of yolk. Crack it, riddle
it, pierce it, and you had a
river.
The digging, diving men
also found a boat buried in
the muck not far from the
riverbank. Huff had looked
it over; he knew boats-he
had been building them all
his life, and got cash
money for it. He tried to
see a boat in the decayed,
lopsided, wormeaten
remains that so delighted
the digging men, but his
private opinion was
unenthusiastic. If anyone
had asked, he could have
pointed out a slew of better
boats on any day-starting
with his own. But no one
had asked; instead they
had dug and photographed
and written a lot on long
yellow pads and small
white cards, and then they
went away, leaving the
river to la.lie and the
drowsing catfish.

* * * *

Huff slipped the canoe
swiftly downstream, back
to the island. By twilight a
half-finished boat lay on
the sand, its ribs up-

arching like a cleaned
skeleton. He had made the
evening trip upriver to
fetch la.lie, and she was in
the shack now, frying
catfish for supper.
Hushpuppies, too, fried in
the fish oil. Huff split
stovewood and let his
mind roll over the thought.
A daylong appetite buzzed
pleasantly in his stomach.
The axe slipped, caught
in a stubborn chunk of
pine. His thumb was
pinched between handle
and wood, and a raw strip
peeled back from the
knuckle, which bled so fast
that the steel axehead was
dabbled. He went to wash
his hand in the river.
Kneeling on the sand, he
first heard the whine from
upstream, a fierce and
distant sound like an
angry insect. Everything
else was still. Out over deep
blue water a gator drifted,
only his flat face and a
bobbing hump of tail
visible. The whine grew
louder; the gator sank.
Huff stood up and
watched the airboat come,
bouncing along in front of
its tall fan, the afternoon
water rolling away before it
in slow, syrupy Vs. The
boat approached the
island, slowing its fan, but
the noise was still
outrageous; then, to Huffs
astonishment, it angled in
and plowed over the
hyacinths to thrust up on
his small scrap of beach.
The motor died, leaving a
silence that shouted in its
wake.

Two people were in the
boat: a boy and a woman
in identical green
uniforms-State peoplewho eyed him for a long
moment through darkmirrored glasses. The boy
sat in the tall pilot's seat;
he was spindly and longlimbed, and in constant
nervous motion with
twi tchings aimless as the
severed tail of a lizard. His
hat was pulled low with
the visor bent the wrong
way up.
The woman stood in the
rocking boat and stepped
onto the beach, still
watching him. Huff moved
back to give her room to
stand. She was horseboned, stocky; she rested a
thick-fingered hand on her
hip; in the other hand was
a piece of paper. Broad
stripes of sweat marked
the green uniform under
her arms and around her
waist and between her
breasts. 'You live here,
buddy,?" she asked, after a
prolonged uncomfortable
pause.
'Yeah, this here's my
place."
"Uh-well, there's a
problem, see-" She thrust
the paper at him, and he
took it to oblige her. It was
covered on the front side
with writing, which he
studied briefly: there was a
round picture of a man
dropping oranges from a
basket, and beneath it the
letter that looked like a
snake. Huff hissed softly,
remembering the sound of
it. He handed the paper
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back.
"Mister, can't you ... do
you know what this says?"
The woman waved the
paper indecisively.
"C'mon, Louise," the boy
in the boat shrilled
suddenly, his feet and
hands working in
syncopated time. "Just tell
the old geek he's gotta
move, and then let's get
outta here!"
"Just cool it, will ya?" the
woman snapped at him
over her shoulder. Then
she turned back to Huff,
took off the green cap and
tossed her sunglasses in it.
Her blond hair fell in lank,
whipped strings; her eyes
were pale blue rimmed
with a tender red, the
result of a day of rushing
wind and sunglare on the
water. She looked very
tired, but kind. Huff waited
while she tried to explain
matters to him:
"Look, you know all
these islands in the river?"
He nodded. 'Well, all you
people that've been livin'
on 'em-y'all gotta leave.
The State wants these
islands. See this paper?
That's where it says. And
now we're goin' to all the
islands where people been
squattin' and puttin' up
these papers.
Understand?" She looked
at him earnestly.
"You sayin' we gotta get
off?"
'Yeah, that's it."
"Why
y.?"
"Ah, that's the
Department-they don't
tell you nothin'." She
--14

smiled onesidely at him
and he smiled back, again
to oblige. It had to be a
mistake.
"But we been livin' here,"
he explained.
"I know, I know-lotsa
folks are in the same boat
y'all are. But now-" she
shrugged. "That's just the
way it is."
"Look, I got a garden and
a house and all. Where we
gonna go?"
The woman looked away.
"Oh, well-wherever you
want, I guess."
"This here island's no
good to nobody but me.
Maybe I ..." he brightened
with a sudden idea.
"Maybe I could buy it?"
'Well, maybe." She was
dubious.
"I got money. I got
money. You wait." He went
to the front of his shack,
where La.lie leaned out the
door, ponderous and
serene. The coffee can of
money was in her hand.
Their eyes met as he took
it; then he gave it to the
blond woman, who rattled
the coins, then peeled off
the blue plastic lid and
tilted the can into the
light.
The boy burst out
again: "How much has he
got in there, Louise? He
got a lot?"
"Shut up! Shut your
mouth, Harley!" She
flushed ;with anger and
embarassment. The boy
shrank back, alarmed. A
few moments later he
reached under his seat and
produced a strange-

looking wire contraption
that he fitted over his ears;
his twitching intensified to
painful contortions. Huff
watched, repelled but
fascinated. The woman
counted the money, then
sighed. "Look," she said,
"this ain't nowhere near
enough money. But you
got till Tuesday. You don't
have to leave till then."
Huff thought deeply.
"Tomorrow?"
"No, Tuesday. Tuesday.
See?" She held up some
fingers. ''That's six days
from now. Got that?" He
nodded.
The woman clamped her
hat on again. "Okay. I
guess that's all, then. Good
luck. And-I really am
sorry." She stepped back in
the boat and punched the
writhing boy in the arm. In
an instant the fan was
growling, the boat was
tearing away downstream,
and hair, clothing, leaves,
sand, and water were
spraying about in all
directions. A white paper
bag blown from the boat
was all that remained to
testify that Huffs island
had been invaded.
La.lie had struggled
somehow down the steps,
and she came to stand
beside him. "How much
time we got?" she asked.
"Till tuesday." He looked
down and then up, as if
this ominous tuesday were
to be seen lurking in the
water, or bearing down on
him like a thundercloud.
"When's that?" La.lie
asked, and then. 'What

Mark Wood

you wanna do?"
Huff just shook his head.
The paper bag had floated
to the beach, almost at his
feet. He fished it out and,
suddenly overcome, sat
down on the bloodied
chopping block. He looked
at the bag in his hands.
There was a drawing on it
of double mounds or
arches in a hard yellow
that slapped at his tired
eyes. It was a strange
picture, he thought. It
looked like a pair of

astonished eyebrows, or a
double headstone for a
grave.

* *mist* curled
*
Morning
upward from the tranquil
water. The heron soared
nightward over the island,
looking in vain for a perch
that had fallen to water
and gnawing_insects. It
wheeled away, croaking a
lament.
In the small wild river a
pale form rolled over and
over in the current.

forelimbs tossing limply.
The wound had ceased to
bleed.
And in a hidden pocket
of deep water off an
insignificant branch, a
grey canoe drifted, then
was beached fast by a
breeze in the muck. Soon
the muscadines trailed
over its sides, and wound
slender fingers into its
seams; the moss fell and
the leaves blew in and
filled it. and it began the
long slow process of decay.
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2ND
POETRY

Flute
for my good friend, Anthony Anyaocha
Anymore, there are no words
for large or wonderful;
we have chewed them all down
to the very earth,
as sheep will graze
a field until it's dry.
Though,
suppose that far away,
encompassed by the heat
of day and by dust devils,
there lives a man
who owns a flute
that he made himself.
He is sitting down
by a well in the sun
among his sheep in Africa.
He hears wind in the trees,
and ants crawling among
the dry savanna grass,
hears the calls of women
after children far away,
and thus he knows
another word for large,
and knowing begins to play.
Nicholas Smith
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Coonhunting
They swaggered away, with lights bouncing off trees
and ground.
The one hand leading the cur, the other swinging out to the sidetoward game which had learned more.
Leaves, heavy with nightfrost, collapse under their weight.
They only exchange glances now-holding words as far away
as the house where wives and daughters sleepand tomorrow the food bucket will be carried to the lot.
It was only there, standing quietly,
Watching jaws close, but never shut,
and opening,
While the naked, recently born
were lying to the side, tom from the pouch. (Unseen.
away from the center)
It was late November, and why were they born so late?
Soft black eyes seem blue beneath pink skin.
Its legs rose more slowly than its mother's mouth
And you knew the frost, a brittle shell on the leaves,
was cold even outside the circle of the lamp's beam
where you stood at the edge in amazed sorrowit could not be penalty enough for wanting to stay.
among the ordinary travelling that night animals must make.
As if saying, before quickly dying, that which was
neither a blessing or punishment
my paws move as if they want
to move of themselves
and my head is heavy.
His eyes give conscious love and terror,
for he wants Nothing to be strange
The ring of light held, trembling,
and you waited at the edge among vapor for a momentand it was passing; but behind the other lamps,
. while awaiting anxiety, you recognized the feel of the frost.
nakedness, and the bleak.
Tim Foster
--18

John Edwards
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Honorable Mention
POETRY

fgfjhj
fgf jhj fgf jhj asdf ekl; 1
fgf fgf jhj jhhhhh 2 fgf fgf
fhghtyrughfjkhjg fhggf !4

fgf jhj fgf jhj asdf jkl; 5
Notice the strict order at the beginning of this line;
the fs and j's surround and isolate the g's and h's respectively,
and the groups do not mingle. Do the f s and j's represent
oppresive guards? Or do they represent overprotective parents
who want to hide their children from the world because the
children are different from the parents? Critics have not yet
decided. The free patterns at the end of the line could represent communal living, and one might suspect that the semicolon
at the end of the line is some sort of pet, perhaps a dog,
owned by the three letters preceding it.
1

The "Jhj" structure has obviously broken down here. One
of the j's is missing, and the h's have run wild and are well
on their way to interfering with the "fgf' group nearby. This
could be interpreted to dramatize the plight of one-parent
households. Or, it could be interpreted to represent the fact
that the typist got carried away with the h's and forgot the
j. The reader must decide, and it is this freedom of interpretation
which makes poetry great.
2

There are several possible explanations behind the
complete lack of social structure in this line. One is that
the fs have gotten a divorce and moved to a major metropolitan
area (notice the crowding) where one f and the child, g, live
with h's (perhaps fs mom and dad?) and the other flives across
town from them. The other, and more interesting, interpretation
is that the community has been forced to take common shelter
from a natural disaster. At the beginning of the line, one f
has been killed, and the j's have lost their child. Later,
in the second group, a family has taken an extra child, g, and
an extra adult, h, into their home.
3

The exclamation point could represent a vulture circling
the disaster or a superhero circling the city.
4

5 All is well again, except that the e of the first
line has been replaced by aj, which undoubtedly could mean
that the communal society is being integrated into the whole.

Alan Davy
--20

Mark Wood
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Neighborhood
for Carol Humphries
The smiling people waved
and tossed rice. Almost embarrassed
at the gaiety of the occasion,
your mother perspired and directed
each member of the party
to a pre-planned station. You
might have sooner died
than have admitted the futility
of that gesture. Since,
you've often whispered into the darkness,
night warms with your touch.
Sad, but partially true.
Yet. over time and unnoticed,
your weight has given your shape
to one side of the mattress.
There remains one thing still to learn.
All waiting is a lie
held secretly in the heart. Eventually
you'll pass on to another composition,
astounded at your accomplishment.
the dexterity of your fingers
on the keyboard. Until then
perfection lies in the abstention
from all action. Stand outside
a while longer. Listen
to the pure, pale notes
of a mockingbird fall across
your orchard in the night.
From there the end is visible,
like the lights snapped on behind
windows of the houses down the street.
Nicholas Smith

Honorable Mention
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Kim Rushing
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Becky Wallace
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A few thoughts

on Chivalry

(To S.F.)

If I were a knight. like some of those
who lived in olden days,
to show my love for you, I'd find
(How easily they come to mind!)
some good, exciting ways.
I'd enter tournaments and jousts
and win if I were able,
and if I won a golden cup,
I'd polish it and set it up
upon your kitchen table.
And if a dragon threatened you,
I'd kill it where it stood!
If I could not. I'd punch its nose
and kick its shins and stomp its toes
and scare it if I could.
And when the stars came out at night
all over the dark sky,
I'd read you odes and sonnets, too,
and sing songs sweet and sad to you
and kiss you if you'd cry.
But nowadays, most dragons have
retired or moved away;
But if mean bugs come to your place,
I'll take a broom and give them chase!
I'll send them on their way!
Kings don't have real, live tournaments,
the way they used to do.
but I will help maintain your car
and play you songs on my guitar
and rub your back for you.
Alan Davy
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Stars and Gripes
I can think of nothing uglier than a flag
nor of many things as beautiful: the godlike flap
in the wind, eternal circle around
Washington's monument, Lenin's tomb. Take it down
at dusk and drizzle, never to touch ground
(unless jean-sewn to the Sixties,
crafted into shirts and trousers
as if one can wear peace).
Meanwhile it bums on the comer.
Are these guys for peace too?
They'll get whipped by blue collar
workers, men who drink religiously
red white and blue.
I can think of nothing uglier than a flag
nor of anything as contagious. And I gag
on the colors: maraschino red, solar yellow, blue
you'll find in no mortal eye. Only the purest hue
for this smug pennant; virgin tones alone imbrue
men with mindless conceit. Secondary shades? two of orange
and green, infinity of black and white. But what flag dares scream
mauve, maroon, or verdigris? What nation dares arrange
a banner of purple stars, stripes of fuchsia and cream?
A flag is a limited spectrum, no place for shades of Earth and Fall.
The country huddles beneath like players in a football stadium,
never daring to run without the flag. Naked is too strange.
We have to know who's holding the ball.
I can think of nothing uglier than a flag
nor of anything as dangerous. See them drag
it up the bluff at Iwo Jima, their pose indelible.
Men die gladly for a flag, it's an honorable
way to go. They kill for it too-it's traditional.
In honor a flag is draped on the casket, like the
one on the grave of the Unknown Soldier, ol'
what's-him-name. The flag makes it all worthwhile,
even if your grave is scattered: this fell ow in the kamikaze
plane, see the flag on his shoulder, on his helmet. the flaming
insignia? Vengeance is mine scream the bombs on his wing,
flags painted above and below. It's common for two or more
flags to tangle. Historians call it war.
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I can think of nothing uglier than a flag
nor of anything as ludicrous, maybe a rag
dangling from a pole in honor of pride,
maybe a soldier's uniform, something to hide
one soul from another, or to tell you what side
it's on. A uniform is a wash and wear flag, with
zippers and sleeves, a way to say I'm this you're
that. According to the hallowed myth
we are doomed always to "wars and rumors of war."
But if each man were individually dressed
who would shoot at whom? The question is
loaded: nuclear bombs, adorned with
flags, explode without prejudice.
I can think of nothing uglier than a flag
and of many things more beautiful: an oceanside crag
casting shadows at dusk, a kitten bouncing on my calf,
or life itself, the magic breath. We split the world in half
with flags and never stop to laugh
at ourselves. We take them too seriously, these ugly
buntings. We hold them more precious even than human
life: "You must hold firmly in your hands the flag we
tore from nothing!" I guess the flag is here to stay, even
when extraterrestrials visit our world, even then Betsy Ross
will meet with NATO and the Warsaw Pact to sew an Earth F1ag,
a symbol for the aliens to attack and burn, a flap of dross
they'll replace with their own zenith rag.
Brian Knave

Mark Wood
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I pick up the shattered pieces
Trying not to cut myself
On fragments sharp as your tongue,
Attempting to salvage
Those parts worth saving:
The ones that exist separately,
Away from the whole, now destroyed,
The ones that call forth pleasantries
From the purgatory of our union.
Fragile destiny in my hand
To be disposed of, to be replaced
By another breakable heart.
Catherine Romaine
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Jennifer Jessee
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Plowing
for Pat Hermann
1

In each breath
a beginning
of wind stirs
leaves: oak, elm;
blows across the heart's
desire. A long
descent into words,
a vanity of mind
unlike that memory.
or summer,
in an abandoned nest,
fledglings flown
into an empty distance.
No backward glance.
We discover that mind
moves in its imagination.
Past becomes other:
a succession of pages,
what might have been
a vast gulf
spanned only by the wind
becomes a mind grown bored
of its inhabited regions.
2

This poem seems
a weariness of syllables
placed with care
over nothing,
an illusion of plenty
dragged from the sky,
or from clouds, by craft
and brought to the page,
something invented to deceive.
3

In the mind
a glimpse of the other:
that this field
is not what was given;
the differences subtle,
but perceived.
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No woman's hair
growing like pond weeds.
No mythic history sprung
up through the soil like grass.
But a small farm
growing old through
the sweat of a man
mowing hay,
hanging tobacco.
Cold mornings
under a mist
of cattle breath,
the dull tread
of a plow losing earth.
From this
the mind parses
out a world
which seems to ask
if this picture we see
is solid under touch
or if the illusion
we recognize as shadow
is more solid,
though only entered
by thought,
exposed to no wind,
no aging,
set upon its page,
poised in the moment
of its birth.
Nicholas Smith

Mark Wood
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Alice Anthony
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Araucians
"The enemy encroaches upon us from beyond the mountains
and blasphemes our land. We must live to watch the enemy die.
Let us turn the jungle itself against the intruders. Gather
together the serpents, the fire ants and killer bees, the leeches,
and the great leopard-gods to harass and feed on the strangers.
We shall hide inside of trees until the enemy passes close
enough for ambush. We shall swim down upon him as he crosses
our rivers-We will drown him in terror . . .
We have always prevailed. Araucanians have withstood
trespassers for ten thousand summers and the struggle continues
to this day.
Our arrows span six feet long and can cut a man in two;
yet the blowgun whispers softly and carries sleep so silently
and swiftly. We will harvest the foolish strangers and allow their
dismembered bodies to float down the river, our great flowing river.
Survivors who flee may see and remember the sight, the stench, and
the blood.
The intruder will be driven from our midst, hacked, and tornin-two by our warriors as he lies dying. His skull will adorn my
walls as a drinking gourd-A tribute to the labors of my sons in
battle.
Warfare is the heart of our spirit. We are born and bred to
honor any struggle. We hurtle ourselves at our prey. We are hunters
and we will not tum from your numbers. We, the people of the leopard,
are one. You, the living, will soon be a memory . .. "
Rick Gordon
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Plantbones
Plantbones. A scratch in
milkweed, dew on grass.
Iris bed with weeds.
In dreams I walk
the homeplace and try
to see hear inhale
every bit of the acre
I was bled onto.
In breath I dream
the blood passed
through me. Out among
weedbeds with iris,
oozing milkweed,
grazing plantbones.
Brian Knave
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Ode on Grecian Formula
1

You withered groom of the toilet mirror,
Father to impotence and wasted time,
Ancient voyeur, who but Lucifer
Would promise youth to the crag of your mind?
What tasteless, topless nights dance in there?
What infertile prayers or curses, or both.
Of adolescent smut and pubic hair?
What whores and broads are these? What pervert's growth?
What mad desire? What obscene escapade?
What hypes and scoundrels? What price to get laid?
2

Hopeful dreams arouse sweat, but those hopeless
Are sweatier; therefore, lewd mind, dream on;
Not for mental delight, but carnal bliss:
Entice your ephemeral goddess till dawn.
Dyed mop in the glass, you'll never deceive
The wrinkled head, nor fool its crown gone bare;
Old lover, never, never will you kiss,
Though grinning near the bowl-go on and grieve;
She too will fade, along with her promise
To love forever the man with youth's hair.
3

Ah, sad, sad follicles! that have to shed
Your tint, and say hello to winter white;
And, mournful body, debilitated,
Unable to maintain the fertile height
Of happy sex! one more half-erection,
Barely warm, barely able to enjoy;
Forever panting, desiring the young,
Feebly cursing natural selection;
Yet all mortal years seem least to destroy
A burning lust, and a lascivious tongue.
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4

Who are these coming to the cabinet?
To what dark shelf do they reach, for what box
Of sweet laxative or deodorant?
Might they find the secret of grayless locks?
What gossiping tongues and ears will soon share
The news of your pseudo-virility
With all the empty folk this bilious day?
And, unfortunate face, the lines yet stare
In mute witness, the wrinkles yet betray
The onset of age and senility.
5

0 frantic ape! Vain attitude! odd breed
Of clay creature born to age, rage, and die;
With wilting branch and diminishing seed,
You, pitiful form, pose the question Why
As does eternity: Cold Universe!
When old age wipes this generation out,
Another will attain gray hairs its own;
And when those too have gone to white, or worse,
Are all forever gone, the Void will groan:
All that was known on Earth is now forgot.
Brian Knave

Kim Rushing
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Keith Rutherfo
ord
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Burnt Offerings to
the Sunset Goddess
In Hollywood I see a black limousine
ignite and explode. The blaze begins
with drops of fire spilling
onto the pavement, live globs
of brimstone from the melting
engine. A crowd gathers, roads
are blocked, store owners abandon shop
to belly the spectacle: a series of
minor blasts then black trench-smoke.
"There goes the radiator."
"The distributor will go next."
"No, the battery."
'Wonder who's the owner?"
The crowd bums with enthusiasm but
no firetruck comes. One lone policelady,
grimacing, opens the doors, unlatches the
hood, and fights the dragon inside with
a small red fire extinguisher. Black
tire lava melts to her boot. Appeased,
the crowd applauds, then disperses.
The traffic unclogs. No one claims
the car. I go home, smiling, and
sleep like never before.
Everyday now I watch a black limousine
ignite and explode.
Brian Knave
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